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About This Game

Cockpit View, first seen in its genre

The Cockpit View brings the player immersive experience of driving a real tank, meanwhile the player can freely switch to first-
person, third-person or tank cockpit view to enjoy the very real VR (virtual reality) experience!
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IMAX Visual Feast

Unreal Engine 4 generates a magnificent lifelike scene such as the dusty desert, the frozen plateau and lush jungle which will
provide you with an all-around audio-visual feast.

Epic Battle PVE and Battlefield Combat PVP

Campaign Mode: Fight with AI tanks, reproduce famous historic battles and create your own glory history.
Battlefield Combat: Provides 5V5 and 8V8 confrontation mode, allows the player to fight with others and fully enjoy the charm

of destroying the “real” tanks.
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Reproduction of Classic Tank Models

Expertise guidance provided by military experts and the most representative tank models such as China’s 99 Main Battle Tank,
the U.S. M1A2, the German Leopard IIA6 and the Russian T-90 built according to the various performances in real history will

let you dominate the whole battlefield.
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Title: Tank of War-VR
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
梵天游戏
Publisher:
梵天游戏
Release Date: 2 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit; Windows 8.1 64-bit; Windows 10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590@3.7GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Portuguese
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Great arcade VR title that is casual to play yet offers that slight challenge that makes it addictive and fun.

Fly your wings through each level dodging the obstacles in your path while also collecting fuel to stop yourself from crashing
down. Simultaneously try to collect the coins to earn yourself higher grade medals which unlock different novelty wings and
skins (Dragons, Brooms, Drones, UFOs etc.). The levels are randomly generated which offers the challenge by putting your
reflexes to the test and each world provides new environments, obstacles, soundtracks, and day and night cycles. (Worlds: Country,
Snow, Sea, Desert, Cavern, City, Volcano, Toy, Space). There is also the option to fly in 1st or 3rd person mode which can be
activated via controller during gameplay.

After the campaign there is the added bonus of blitz mode which is practically a new game itself. Set in WW2 in a vintage black
and white atmosphere you must use new controls to shoot down enemy planes to gain fuel for as long as you can.

You're rewarded once again after blitz mode with the added bonus of endless mode (I love this one). This mode features all the
campaign world levels in an infinite cycle but as you progress dodging obstacles the speed increases infinitely also, making it
become hectic really quick. The tempo of the soundtrack also increases with the speed which adds to the fun!

Overall great value with lots of detail and rewards for gameplay!. I really like this game it is one of my favourites. as you might be
able to tell with how many hours I've played. The only thing I would change is I would like more middle class white male avatars..
Dragon games are always fun, burning down complete villages, eating sheeps and humans,
but beware, these humans fight back!
Good controls when flying, and the area's to explore are pretty big.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2R_5svISRjQ. I can probably now see why only one commen since last October, no one else
besides me that is has bought the game. Well I gave it a shot anyway and, sorry cannot recommend. If there is a demo play it first
befoe buying. Really getting tired of these Early Access games and the number that fail to hit the mark. Too bad.. Thinky, mathy.
Really a phone app. But not bad.. For the price i purchased it for 1$ it was worth it. However the original price of 5$ i would say it
needs a bit more.
Here are some suggestions for the developers (just some of my ideas, you don't have to implement them)-
1.add more weapon types like a grenade that has a low rate of fire but shoots small bullets after a bit of traveling or a machine gun
that is like the normal gun but is shoots faster with lower damage
2.new enemys like a fast enemy melee enemy or a grenade enemy(see above)
3. single boss enemys at every 10th level would add some variety
4. a practice mode to learn the enemys attack patterns
5. a small tutorial or a pop up to quickly show the basics of each weapon on first boot up
The games graphics are great I love the pixel design you guys went for
P.S. I just started playing may provide a update later. I'm happy with Splasher, surprisingly so. After playing a few versions of the
demo, and now having a full run under my belt of the full release, I can comment on a few things:

Pros:
-Excellent art and sound design
-Fluid controls, nice and meaty (and appropriately floaty) - they don't take too long to get adjusted to
-Difficulty curve seems to be on point, however a bit on the easy side for the first 10 levels
-Fun sense of humor - love the art design and the comic relief of some of the collectibles
-Gameplay mechanics are very polished, and feel very similiar to Super Meat Boy. You feel in control - very important.

Cons:
-Often TOO forgiving - checkpoints are very generous, making it a little too easy to complete the game by default
-Would love to see some multiplayer action for CO-OP, and have them develop a CO-OP based paint system
-Would like to see more than 22 levels

Here's a video review for my full review of it:
Video Review (more indepth). Videoball is possibly the greatest ball based sports video game. It is the Dark Souls of sports.
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GOOD GAME, especially for the $3 I spent. The slow motion is a pretty cool feature. It takes a couple of waves to get into it,
but all in all, it's decent and gets hard as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 as the waves get higher.. How do I put this?

I get the feeling Bandai is trying to bury Soul Calibur. With the lack of information on content patches, lackluster armor
customization "bundles" that overcharges content that should be free, trying to tell me that music from better games is why I
need to spend that asking price and a complete content drought outside of any paid content. I cant help but ask why is Bandai
trying to chase away the fans of SC?. an RTS that will never be outdone. It's good if you have the patch.
https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/1rFpZJrL7zatNh9HKwS6n3Jg-SLESyoAm

Translation could be better.. Great puzzle game that requires a good eye and coordination. I love the ambient setting of the space
and calm music score. Some levels will require patience and calmness in order to workout the angles that the player needs to
achieve in order to move to the next puzzle. Looking forward to more releases :). Mystic Saga is a freemium hidden object point
& click game. You can access a few locations at first like a cabin or blacksmith's house and you just have to find the objects it
tells you to find. When you do finish a stage, you're rewarded with items to turn in to NPCs and they'll unlock more quest and so
on. You'll also earn experience points so you can level up and access even more stages.

Here's the catch though. You get a certain amount of energy points. Every time you enter a stage it depletes your energy points
and the only way to replenish them is by waiting minutes in real-time, finding energy repleneshing items from getting
achievements or quest rewards, and by purchasing items from the in-game store with in-game currency. If you've run out of
currency you can spend real money as a shortcut just like any freemium game. You run out of energy very fast too since a stage
only takes a minute or less.

The artwork is nice at least, it looks like the art department put effort into that. The game itself is very repetetive and
unrewarding though, there are much better hidden object games on steam that are worth buying rather than sinking $ into
microtransactions in this game. I'm sure you can complete the game by not spending a dime but that would take patience I don't
have. I've only played for an hour but having to replay the same stages over and over killed any motivation I had to keep going.
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